OUTSTANDING SINGAPORE

Starting From :Rs.:16999 Per Person

4 Days / 3 Nights
SINGAPORE

..........

Package Description
OUTSTANDING SINGAPORE
SINGAPORE
The city of Singapore prides itself on being a lush green haven amidst sky-high skyscrapers. The '
Garden City' or ' Lion City' is environment-friendly and boasts a world-class infrastructure at the
same time. All you need to do is get on a bus, and you will find yourself in the beautiful Botanical
Gardens or the crowded Chinatown. Singapore is an amazing paradise for shopaholics and
foodies. The culturally and racially diverse population of the city has contributed to its markets and
restaurants, featuring locally-made handicrafts to high-end electronics and serving authentic as
well as ' hybrid' delicacies. Explore the picturesque Sentosa Island and take a picture with the
mighty Merlion, the national icon of Singapore. Walk around the bustling neighborhood of Little
India or immerse yourself in the magical world of Universal Studios. If you are a wildlife enthusiast,
you can observe magnificent fauna and marine animals at the unique Night Safari or Underwater
World. Visit the Singapore Flyer and marvel at the magnificent view of Singapore at night.
Singapore is a fascinating city that captures the imagination of a curious traveler.
..........
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Itinerary
Day.1
Welcome to Singapore - Evening Night Safari Adventure
Upon your arrival in Singapore, check- in at the hotel and spend the day at leisure. In the evening,
proceed for Singapore Night Safari Tour. Visit the nocturnal zoo and see the many animals in their
full splendor. A tram ride is also offered for those who do not wish to walk. Later, return to the hotel
for overnight stay.
Meals:only breakfast included

Day.2
Singapore - City Highlights and Afternoon Sentosa
After breakfast, enjoy a 2-hour tour of the city. Return to the hotel and rest for a while. In the
afternoon, head to Sentosa Island for the Sentosa Underwater Tour. Visit the Merlion and view the
underwater world. Enjoy your experience on the Luge and witness a beautiful sound and light
show - Songs of the Sea. Return to the hotel for an overnight stay.
Meals:only breakfast included

Day.3
Leisure Day at Hotel / Optional Tour
After breakfast, spend the day exploring the city at your leisure or you can add Universal Studio
tour at additional cost. Stay overnight at the hotel.
Meals:only breakfast included

Day.4
Departure from Singapore
After breakfast, spend some time at leisure. Check out from the hotel and transfer to the airport for
your return journey
Meals:only breakfast included
..........

Inclusions
*Welcome drink on arrival..
*Meet & greet at arrival..
*Sightseeing in shared vehicle..
*Night safari with dinner at Ulu Ulu Restaurant..
*Universal Studio on SIC basis..
*Singapore City Tour..
*Sentosa Island on SIC Basis..
*All tours and transfers by Seat in Coach is included..
*Round trip airport transfers on SIC Basis.
..........

Exclusions
*1.Discounted price.
*2.Stay of 1child up to 5yrs.of age is complementary without the use of extra mattress..
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*3.Lunch /dinner charges may be applicable,if not mention in deal..
*4.Certain destinations may have different polices for specific times during the year..
*5. Certain policies are booking specific and are informed to the customers while making the
booking..
..........

Hotel Details & Price
Hotel Name

3*STAR

Star

3

Twin Sharing

Rs.16,999

Child With Bed

Rs.6,999

Child Without Bed

Rs.4,999

..........

Highlights
*Welcome drink on arrival..
*Meet & greet at arrival..
*Sightseeing in shared vehicle..
*Night safari with dinner at Ulu Ulu Restaurant..
*Universal Studio on SIC basis..
*Singapore City Tour..
*Sentosa Island on SIC Basis..
*All tours and transfers by Seat in Coach is included..
*Round trip airport transfers on SIC Basis.
..........

Sightseeing
SINGAPORE
The city of Singapore prides itself on being a lush green haven amidst skyhigh skyscrapers. The ' Garden City' or ' Lion City' is environment-friendly
and boasts a world-class infrastructure at the same time. All you need to do
is get on a bus, and you will find yourself in the beautiful Botanical
Gardens or the crowded Chinatown. Singapore is an amazing paradise for
shopaholics and foodies. The culturally and racially diverse population of
the city has contributed to its markets and restaurants, featuring locallymade handicrafts to high-end electronics and serving authentic as well as '
hybrid' delicacies. Explore the picturesque Sentosa Island and take a
picture with the mighty Merlion, the national icon of Singapore. Walk
around the bustling neighborhood of Little India or immerse yourself in the
magical world of Universal Studios. If you are a wildlife enthusiast, you
can observe magnificent fauna and marine animals at the unique Night
Safari or Underwater World. Visit the Singapore Flyer and marvel at the
magnificent view of Singapore at night. Singapore is a fascinating city that
captures the imagination of a curious traveler.

..........

Terms & Conditions
*Total tariff is the suggestive price at which rooms are available in the nearby locality/cluster/other
online websites and does not necessairily represent the price of this hotel.the discount shown is
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with reference to suggestive price.all terms and conditions apply..
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